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Introduction

Polytech uses some devices to show projects that students do during their studies at
Polytech. Touchscreen tablets are one of these devices. They present different projects, and one
of the possible projects to put on touchscreen tablets is a video game. For this reason, the
project of Godot Engine was launched.
Godot Engine is free and open-source software. It is a platform where everyone can develop 2D
or 3D games in multiplatform. Indeed, the game can be easily exported on Linux, Windows,
macOS, Android, HTML, …

So the problem is: how can we network a game between 2 or more tables thanks to the
software Godot Engine. What is more, how the game can be visible to all players around tables?

The aim of this project is to create a game that will be networked between different
touchscreen tables. We have to adapt the game to be visible in the same way by all people
around tables. Moreover, it is possible that more than one player is around a table so the game
has to know how many people there are around each table.

Overview

To set up our project we needed to know which kind of game we wanted to create in
order to respect each of the constraints. For that, we thought of a multiplayer game that is easy
to implement, because of the constraint of time. Plus, after using touch tables for the first time,
we noticed that the touch tables have some difficulties giving an accurate response without
repeatedly touching the screen, and sliding one’s finger on the screen too long can be
unpleasant because of the contact. Thus, it has been decided to create a game without very
high dynamics. We chose to create a game such as a board game.
The game is playable by one or more people around one table and between one or more tables.
We chose a game where there is a board that represents a tour. The aim of the game is to be the
first to finish the tour. The tour is made of cells, which are decomposed of four types :

- BlackCell : this type has no effect on the player and on the game
- TurquoiseCell : this type has a positive effect on the player’s game who stops on this cell
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- RedCell : this type has a negative effect on the player’s game who stops on this cell
- GoldCell : this is the latest cell of the tour. Indeed, to win: one player has to reach this

cell.

Tools

We used many tools to develop our game. The most important tools are Godot Engine
and the touchscreen tables. But we will present to you each tool which makes possible the
development of this game.

- Godot Engine: this free software is the center of our
project. We developed thanks to this software, we created
scenes, scripts, images on it. It was pretty easy to use even
if the beginning of the project was hard because we didn’t
know the GDscript. Godot Engine permits the
programmation in many languages: C++ and GDscript, c#
and other languages.
This software allows the import of contents, for example, we can import images or sound
throughout its interface seen below.
We can create animation easily and those animations can be represented on the screen easily
thanks to the structure on the scene tree. Indeed, Godot Engine represents each scene by a tree.
Each tree has nodes that represent animations, figures, sprites, …
Fun Fact: the name Godot comes from the play: “En attendant Godot”. The creator explains his
choice by the fact that every developer waits constantly for new features.
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Interface of Godot Engine

- Piskel: this free software is useful to create sprites for
games. It makes it possible to create images in pixels, to be
included in our game. We used this software in order to create
our pieces, dice, and cells.

- Photoshop: Photoshop is a photo montage software
developed by Adobe. It has been used to design sprites of effects
shown on the center of the game view. These effects are based on
the sprites created on Piskel.
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- Dungeon Painter Studio: Dungeon Painter is a
software developed by Pyromancer.com. Usually used
to create maps for roleplay games such as Dungeon
and Dragon or Pathfinder, we used to create the
background of our game. We also used the community
workshop: Forgotten Adventures by Stryxin.

- Touchscreen tables : it was the other key point of our project. Indeed we had to manage
the fact that players control the game with their hand by touching
the table. In order to make possible the event of touching the table
we had to verify each table to know firstly if they work and if we
can use them. So we went to check if the tables were working right
after deciding the game we wanted to do. We checked all three
tables but only two were working. Since two were still enough to do
all the testing we decided to report it and coding the game.
However when we went back to start testing remote play, one of
the two tables that was functioning was not working anymore. We
did some tests to try and see where the problem was coming from.
We found out it was the computer inside the table itself that had a
problem.
In the end we decided to do all the tests between our computer and the remaining table, since
we could not fix the broken table. Since we were still testing with a table, there is no reason it
would not work between 2 or more tables as well.

Project Progression

1. Game Setup

At the beginning, we handled Godot Engine, it was not very easy because it is very
complex when we never used it. After one/two weeks we were able to start our game. We
started to implement the board because it was the easiest part of the game to code. Indeed, it
was pretty easy to manage cells and players. We began with pretty simple actions such as the
movement of pieces.
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When we had enough knowledge about Godot Engine, we were able to put in place the
network in a simpler game: Tic Tac Toe (we detail the network part in the next part below). This
is why we split the group in two. While one of us was developing more and more features on the
game, the two others were implementing the network.

When we finished putting the network on our game, we were able to improve the game.
We added features like animations sprite to show when a bonus or a penalty is given to a player,
the dice, and many others.
We added the option of playing only on one table, so when this option is chosen, special
functions are called. Because if the game is only on one table there is no network so functions
are simpler. We added the possibility to do another game after the game without leaving the
application and rerunning another instance of the game.

We handled the network on the game, it works very well. It was pretty difficult at the
beginning to understand each keyword of the GDscript but we managed this very well. And the
game was not very difficult to implement but the connection with the network was the hardest
part of this project.

2. Network

First, we made possible the connection between the server and the client. For that, we
used RPC which is over TCP. Because we need reliability in the transmission of the packages. It
is not the best way to do the connection between the server and the client because of the
latency of the sending. But we needed to be sure that packages reach the clients or the server.
Indeed, in this game, we don’t have synchronization in every frame but synchronization when
there is an event. So when the movement is initialized every table has to know which
changement they have to do.

To do the connection we used: NetworkedMultiplayerPeer, an object which handles the
reception, sends, a transfer mode. Moreover, they use signals which permit them to know when
someone was disconnected or joined or when an event comes up.
Each peer has an “id” which permits them to identify it easily. This “id” is useful to have
information about each table.
For the communication between peers, we used remote procedure calls (RPC). They were
already implemented in Godot we just used them like that :
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The call is like this form : rpc(“function_name”, optional_arguments)
The function which was called function_name, has to be synchronized in order to be called on
every peer. The synchronization of a function is made with the word: sync.

For example, this function, above, is a synchronized function between peers.
So, when a peer calls a function by using: rpc, it calls the function on all peers. So we
synchronized our tables thanks to that. That way when a move is initialized, the active table
sends to every other table the information that something moved and they all make the
movement too.

But how does the server know when he can start the game or when someone else is
connected? When a client is connected, it calls a function to inform the server that a client
joined the game. So the server can increase the number of clients who are connected. And if
there is the maximum number of clients possible that joined the game, the Lobby sends
automatically a signal to all peers. The signal is “game_ready” and then each peer can load the
board on their screen.

During the game, it should be possible to know which screen was touched thanks to the
different IDs. Indeed, each table has a peer so they have an id. Thanks to that it is possible to
avoid every table to play instead of the real player. We put in place this feature on the game Tic
Tac Toe. It was quite hard to do that in our game but after many attempts we implement this
functionality in our game.

3. Coding the game

Godot Engine works mainly with its own language, GDscript which is a scripted
language. To develop a game, Godot Engine needs interconnections between scenes (.tscn) and
script (.gd). To each scene, a script is linked to it. Inside a scene, there is a tree composed of
nodes which can be elemental nodes such as a Sprite, an Animated Sprite, or a 2D Body
Collision Shape or another complete scene with its script. In the script, a function must be
retained: _ready(). This function is inherent to Godot. _ready() is executed at the instantiation of
a class and it is throughout this function that most of the initialization is done.
The following paragraph will focus on the code running in the game part, how the game
manages the board, players, and the turn order. The UML Diagram of our project is also seeable
in the annex in order to see which class refers to which.
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When the client is connected, the server will start the game and the class Game
loads the background and initializes the class Board. To create the different cells which
constitute the board, the Board calls the function “generate_tile” which calls the function
“get_random_tile” for each cell on the board. ‘get_random_tile’ loads an instance of the 3
different cells possibles (RedCell, TurquoiseCell, and BlackCell) and puts them in predefined
positions. Board also instantiates the class effectShower. This class will be useful when we will
have to apply the effects of our bonus and malus cells.
When the board is fully loaded, the game class goes on by instantiating the ShakerDice and the
Dice with it.

After initializing the game, players can begin to interact with it. When a player touches
the screen, the boolean is_action_just_pressed is put on True and the function player_turn() is
called. This function calls different functions which compose a player turn. It selects the current
piece and rolls the dice with the function dice_roll(). The function dice_roll() gets a random
number and manages the animation of the shakerDice and the Dice.
The shakerDice was initially supposed to move, bounce and rotate the dice but because of
performance issues, we have had to remove it. The Dice is animated by constantly changing its
sprite and stops when dice_roll() is called. Simultaneously, the current piece is moved of the
returned value. When the piece goes to a RedCell or a TurquoiseCell, the piece undergoes an
effect. The effect is randomly selected between :

- For a RedCell :
- A random malus is given to the value of the next dice rolls
- The piece moves backward of a random value
- The piece goes straight to the starting of the tour
- A random cell on the board is blocked for one turn. If someone is supposed to

end its movement on it, the movement is canceled. (a blocked cell has not a
specific sprite yet because of the lack of time)

- For a TurquoiseCell :
- A random bonus is given to the value of the next dice rolls
- The piece moves forward of a random value
- Two pieces exchanges their position (this one is not implemented yet because of

the lack of time)
- Protection against the next malus

In order to avoid the piece always going backward and forward, before applying an
effect, the cell checks the piece’s state. If it is on IDLE, the status changes to ARMED and the
cell applies its effect but if it is on ARMED, the effect is skipped. When an effect is applied, a
sprite is shown by the effectShower.
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One of the objectives of the project is to make a game that can be seen by everyone
around the table, we tried to make those sprites without specific orientation. However, not all of
them are easy to be represented that way. After the effect is applied and the player moves, the
game passes to the next player, allowing the players to roll the dice again, and goes on until
someone reaches the GoldCell.

Conclusion

To conclude, the network works well and the game is very easy to understand.
There are still some bugs but we did not have enough time to manage everything as well as we
expected, since we were focused on making the network work.

This project was far from easy, because we started from scratch, without any knowledge
about the used tools and because of the network task mostly, but we learned a lot. Firstly, we
discovered a new tool to develop games or applications and its language. We find Godot Engine
very useful and quite easy to use. It was pretty interesting to see how the game evolved during
the project. We started with a simple board and then we developed a complete board and we
implemented the synchronization between two devices. It is very satisfactory to see the
evolution of the game, from nothing to a networked game.

We wanted more time to implement more features in our game in order to use more
functionalities of Godot Engine. Even though the project is over, we are ready to deliver
incremental versions of the game to add more interesting features.

You can find demonstrations of our games on the link below :

https://youtu.be/E5Nsph-rvpU

https://youtu.be/kuLMR317FJg
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Annex
Class Diagram :
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